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By Lori Foster

HQN, 2018. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New Book. For the woman who s
his perfect match, he s willing to break the rules.The moment Brand Berry meets beautiful, driven
Sahara Silver, the connection between them is electric. It s also something he can t pursue. Sahara
wants him, sure--to join Body Armor, where his MMA skills, size and cocky attitude make him perfect
for her elite crew of bodyguards. For Sahara, the agency always comes first, and Brand needs
more. Yet when she s kidnapped by men searching for her missing brother, he doesn t
hesitate.Somewhere along the way, flirting with Brand for the sake of business turned very
personal. Despite his refusal to join Body Armor, it s Brand who steps up when Sahara needs him
most. Now there s no more time for games, and no point denying the hunger they both feel. They ll
escape together or not at all. But if they survive, can Sahara finally surrender control to claim this
blazing passion?.
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Extensive guide! Its this kind of excellent read through. it absolutely was writtern very perfectly and helpful. Your way of life period is going to be change
when you complete reading this ebook.
-- Mur phy Dooley-- Mur phy Dooley

The book is not di icult in read through better to recognize. It really is writter in straightforward terms instead of confusing. I am happy to inform you that
this is actually the finest publication i actually have read in my individual daily life and may be he best book for possibly.
-- V a ler ie Hea ney-- V a ler ie Hea ney
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